GATHER™ LIBRARY

Gather is right at home in a library setting. From providing power access so users can utilize technology while studying, to accommodating small-group meetings for viewing presentations or watching videos, to enabling people to come together in the comfort of soft seating, Gather provides the means for efficient interaction.

- Harvest table with a split top and power access at either end of the table allows users to power up and go to work.
- Take-5 with seat cushion provides a comfortable sit, whether it’s a few minutes or a few hours.
- View paired with an All-Around table allows for integration of technology within an efficient meeting space.
- Hedge provides effective space division and a convenient impromptu meeting area while allowing line of sight to View.
- Mobile Sketch provides a way to capture and share ideas.
- Rise allows a place to relax or for people to come together to meet and socialize.

Learn more about Gather
Use your smartphone to scan this EZCode or visit allsteeloffice.com/gather.
Go to getscanlife.com to download the app.